
60. Cambridge, Corpus Christi College 422
"The Red Book of Darley" 

[Ker 70, Gneuss 110-111) 

History: Two originally separate manuscripts. Part 1 (pp. 1-26, some leaves 
missing) contains verse and prose "Dialogues of Solomon and Saturn." Part 2 
(pp. 27-586) is a liturgical handbook, perhaps for practical pastoral "fieldwork" 
(Hohler 1972: 41, 44), containing a broad range of texts, including a disorderly 
and duplicative Sacramentary with votive masses, and a miscellany of other 
services and liturgies. Among the many masses is one for St. Olaf, king of 
Norway (1015-1030), apparently the earliest surviving text of a mass in his 
honor. 

The origin of Part 1 is not known. Ker proposed mid-lOc, others late 10c 
(Menner 1941: 1; Dobbie 1942: Ii). Kemble (1845-1848: 132) conjectured that 
Part 1 was the work of a female scribe. The language of the two verse 
"Dialogues" is predominantly West-Saxon with occasional Anglian forms 
(Menner 1941: 18-21 ). Lines 1-93 of the first verse "Dialogue" ("Solomon and 
Saturn I") occur as an 11 c addition in margins of Cambridge, Corpus Christi 
College 41 [25] (pp. 196-198), probably from southern England, which was at 
Exeter during the time of Bishop Leofric (1050-1072). 

Part 2, apparently made ca. 1061, either at Winchester, New Minster for 
use at Sherborne or at Sherbome based on Winchester models. The Easter 
tables on pp. 44-45 span 1061-1098; Dumville (1992: 50, n. 75 and p. 74) 
proposed that since 1061 is not the beginning of a 19-year cycle but towards the 
end of one, Part 2 "was written between Easter 1060 and Easter 1061." 
Suggesting a New Minster, Winchester origin are feast days and saints listed in 
the Calendar, pp. 29-40, as well as saints in some of the liturgical texts (St. 
Alphege, p. 32, 19 April; St. Swithun, p. 35, 2 and 15 July; St. JEthelwold, p. 36, 
1 August, and p. 37, 10 September; St.Judoc, p. 29, 9 January; St. Grimbald, p. 
35, 8 July). The former three were all bishops of Winchester, and New Minster 
possessed the relics of Sts. J udoc and Grimbald from the time of its foundation 
in the early 1 0c. The liturgical services include a "Missa cotidiana de Sancto 
Suuithuno" (pp. 137-41) and a "Missa pro amico uiuenti" which invokes Sts. 
Dunstan, Alphege, and Swithun (pp. 166-69). The litany on pp. 3 78-82 lists St. 
Birinus (bishop of the West Saxons, 634-ca. 650), St. Swithun, St. Judoc, and 
St. Grimbald (p. 380); the litany on pp. 402-05 lists Sts. Birinus, Swithun, 
JEthelwold, and Judoc (p. 403). On the other hand, there are connections with 
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St. Mary's, Sherbome or within the diocese (St. Mary's was a Benedictine 
community that was the seat of a bishopric until 1078, when the see was 
transferred to Salisbury). At 8 January (p. 29) is indicated the major feast of St. 
Wulfsin, bishop of Sherbome (i.e., Wulfsige III, bishop of Sherbome ca. 
993-1002). At 25 May are added the words 's(an)c(t)i aldhelmi ep(iscop)i' (p.
33/28), Aldhelm having been bishop of Sherbome 705/706-709/710.

The small format of the manuscript and the broad range of liturgical texts, 
which include the office for visiting the sick and forms for trial by ordeal, 
suggest that Part 2 was produced as a practical handbook for use "in the field." 
Hohler (1972: 41, 44) proposed that the general character of Part 2, coupled 
with the absence from its Sacramentary of masses for the principal feasts of the 
year (notably Easter), suggests that Part 2 was designed for use by someone 
who "reckoned he would be travelling a good deal but would be back at his 
base on principal feasts" and that it "is the book a good, pastorally minded, 
monk priest is going to take with him round the villages." 

Parts 1 and 2 joined by 12c, as shown by same 12c handwriting on p. 
14/1-16 and p. 49/19-25 (Ker, Cat., 121). By 16c (inscription, p. 586) the 
united manuscript belonged to the parish of Darley Dale in Derbyshire, whose 
church is dedicated to St. Helen. Since the 12c hand was adding prayers for a 
Mass for St. Helen, it is possible that the manuscript could have been at Darley 
Dale by 12c, possibly via an appointed priest who had Winchester or Sherbome 
connections. 
[Note: The manuscript ends with an added 12c quire containing various lections, 
including for the Feast of the Invention of the Cross; the lections are followed by chants 
for Lauds of this Feast, including chants naming St. Helen. The accomplished musical 
notation on pp. 578-86 suggests the quire was prepared in a metropolitan center. The 
quire was perhaps prepared as a refurbishment of Part 1 in preparation for sending the 
liturgical manuscript to Darley Dale. The second of the two hands responsible for the 
quire also wrote the first of the three prayers for a Mass for St. Helen (p. 49 / 14-18). 
This prayer may therefore have been added in preparation for sending Part 2 to Darley 
Dale, whereas the two prayers that follow, which are in an inexpert hand, could have 
been added after the manuscript reached Darley Dale.] 

Ker (Cat., 121) thought it likely "that part A was used as flyleaves by the 
binder of part B." First leaf of Part 1 may have been a pastedown (see 
Codicological Description). But the 13 leaves of Part 1 (two quires) are more 
than would be required for flyleaves, and though there are leaves missing, there 
seems to have been an intention to preserve the OE dialogues; however, the 
erasure of the original text on p. 14 to make way for a 12c formula of 
excommunication suggests that by then OE texts were not valued or 
understood. 
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On p. 586, 16c inscriptions attest the manuscript's presence at Darley Dale 
and transfer of ownership to Matthew Parker. First inscription in an 
unidentified secretary hand, 'the rede boke of darleye in the peake in 
darbyshire', perhaps written by Richard Wendesley (see below). Second 
inscription, in secretary, perhaps by Matthew Parker's son John (1548-1619), 
'This booke was sum time had in such reverence in darbie shire that it was 
comonlie beleved that whosoeuer should sweare vntruelie vppo(n) this booke 
should run madd'. 1bird inscription, in italic, probably by John Parker, notes 
that the book was given to Matthew Parker by 'Richard Wendesley esquier', 
presumably the same as the 'Richard us Wendesley armigerus Senescallus meus', 
who is named an executor of Matthew Parker's will. The Wendesleys were a 
prominent family in the parish of Darley Dale, lords of the manor of 
Wendesley or Wensley (memorial in St. Helen's church); Richard is mentioned 
in the heralds' Derbyshire Visitation Pedigrees of 1569 as "livinge" in that year 
(London, British Library, Harley 2134, f. 49r; see also Smith 1951: 11). He may 
well be the same Richard Wendesley as served as Parker's seneschal, although, 
as lord of the manor, it is unclear why he should have entered Parker's service. 

In the lower margins of pp. 130-31 are several signatures of "Margaret 
Rollysley" (various spellings) who became widowed in 1562 and mentions her 
widowhood on p. 130. The Rollesleys or Rowsleys were a prominent Darley 
Dale family, apparently related to the Wendesleys by marriage (cf. Harley 2134, 
f. 49r and Harley 1093, f. 41va). Margaret's husband's great-uncle had been
rector of Darley 1514-1531 (Smith 1951: 42). The manuscript may have been
owned by the Rollesleys in 1562 and Richard Wendesley may have obtained it
from them for presentation to Matthew Parker. Parker's interest in aspects of
the liturgical portion of the manuscript-in particular, the texts for trial by
ordeal-is demonstrated by Parkerian notes and transcriptions on pp. 310,
318-319, and 330; these parallel the attention paid to the equivalent texts in
other Parkerian manuscripts, e.g., CCCC 44 [26] and 146 [32]. MS 422 passed
to Corpus Christi College by Parker's indenture of 1575.

CODICOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION: Within Part 1, the leaves of Quire I 
are mostly rather thick and supple, with suede-like surfaces. The leaves of Quire 
II are somewhat thinner. Pp. 11-12 have a hole acquired while the skin was still 
on the animal. The discoloration and staining of the leaves of Part 1, and the 
character of their preparation, make it difficult to tell hair side from flesh side; 
according to Ker (Cat., 120), the hair side is on the outside of all sheets, so that 
hair side faces flesh side across openings. The leaves measure ca. 192 x 127 
mm. The written area measures ca. 164 x 95 mm. in Quire I, and ca. 158 x 95
mm. in Quire II. The text is laid out in single columns, with the number of lines
to the page varying: 22 lines on pp. 1-2, 23 lines on pp. 3-6 and 15-26, and 24
lines on pp. 7-13. The leaves were not pricked in the inner margins. The
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trimming of the leaves has removed all the prickings from the outer margins 
and many of those of the upper and lower margins. The ruling is drypoint, and 
is more easily visible in Quire II, where it was made from the recto, with pairs 
of bounding lines at each side of the column. The drypoint ruling of the outer 
bounding lines on p. 23 has been supplemented in places in ink. 

The text of Part 1 was written by one scribe in small, neat A-S minuscule, 
with runes occurring on pp. 3-5. The openings of the two verse "Dialogues" 
are in capitals. Verse "Dialogue II" has a somewhat different layout from verse 
"Dialogue I" and the prose "Dialogue," with each speech of verse "Dialogue 
II" beginning on a new line with a large initial S (variously for "Solomon" or 
"Satumus"), with horizontally aligned spiral-shaped line-fillers frequently 
occupying the resulting space in the preceding lines, and with the opening 
word(s) of many speeches written in capitals. The text is undecorated, except 
for the occasional use of quatrefoil and other forms for the o's of Solomon's 
name in verse "Dialogue II" (as on p. 20, lines 4, 8, 15, and 22). No pigment is 
used in Part 1. 

The original leaves of Part 2 vary in thickness from rather thin to rather 
thick, with cream-colored or yellowish, often scaly surfaces. The 12c supplied 
leaves (pp. 571-86) have yellowish, suede-like surfaces. A few leaves have holes 

acquired while the skins still belonged to their animals (for example, pp. 61-62, 
173-74, 307-08, and 455-56). The leaves are arranged so that hair side faces
hair side and flesh side faces flesh side, with hair side on the outside of the
quires. The leaves measure ca. 194 x 129 mm. The written area measures ca.
160 x 108 mm. The text is laid out in single columns (double columns for the
litanies on pp. 378-80 and 402-04), with varying numbers of lines to the page:
19 lines on pp. 67-70, 289-90, 295-96, 479-80, and 489-90; 20 lines on pp.
54-66, 71-288,291-94,297-308,319-478,481-88,495-96,501-02,523-52,
and 555-70; 21 lines on pp. 493-94, 497-500, 503-04, and 507-22; and 22 lines
on pp. 491-92 and 505-06. The tables on pp. 27-45 have multiple columns of
between 31 and 37 lines. The added 12c quire has 20 lines to the page on pp.
571-79, 29 lines on pp. 580-81 and 583-85, and 28 lines on p. 582. The leaves
were not pricked in the inner margin. Trimming the book for binding has
removed most of the prickings in the outer margins, but some leaves, for 
example pp. 203-18, retain some or all of their prickings. Trimming has also
removed many of the prickings in the upper and lower margins. The sheets
were individually ruled in drypoint, on the hair side. There are pairs of
bounding lines (often skewed at a diagonal) at each side of the column.

The original portion of Part 2 was written probably by two or three scribes 
using a similar style of script, in English Caroline minuscule for Latin and A-S 
minuscule for OE. Musical elements were mostly written in smaller script, 

leaving room above for neumes; but neumes (some of them added later) have 
been entered only on pp. 51-52, 286-88, 4 70-86, 489-99, 507-11, 552-53, and 
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555-70. Titles and headings are written in red pigment in capitals, sometimes
mixed with minuscule forms. There are numerous initials in red or green
pigment. The initials frequently have modest decoration, usually simple
beading; two initials on p. 58 have outlined human faces within them. Ink
initials within the lection from the Sermon on the Mount (Matthew 5:1-12) on
p. 142 have an infilling of green pigment; elsewhere in the manuscript, some ink
initials have an infilling of red pigment. The Calendar and other tables on pp.
27-45 use red and green pigment, the table on p. 41 being laid out under

decorative arcades. The Order of the Mass begins on p. 51 with a decorative
page of text dominated by a large polychrome pigment and ink initial which
includes decorated panels, interlace, animal heads, and foliate ornament. There
are two polychrome pigment and ink illustrations in outline drawing style, with

painted portions. The Preface of the Mass (p. 52) has an illustration of Christ
in Majesty flanked by angels, the opening words of the Preface being written
in red and green pigment to either side of Christ within his mandorla, and to
either side of the angels. The initial T of the Canon (p. 53) is depicted as a

rough-hewn cross bearing the crucified Christ, with the Virgin at the left, a tree
growing between the Cross and the Virgin, a bird (perhaps the dove of the Holy
Spirit) at the upper left, and the hand of God at the upper right; the opening
words of the canon are written in red and green pigment to the right of the
initial.

The added 12c quire at the end of Part 2 was written by two scribes in 
Proto-Gothic minuscule. The second scribe entered the incipits of musical 
chants in smaller script at the end of lections; several of the chants are neumed. 
Within the original portion of Part 2, there are late 1 lc and 12c additions of 
prayers, hymns, and other texts on pp. 49-50, 310-18, and 553-54; neumes 
have been added to the hymns on pp. 315-16, and also occur at the end of the 
marginal portion of the text added on p. 554. Late 11 c and 12c corrections, pen 
trials, and casual entries (including sketches) occur in several margins, for 
example on pp. 60-61, 123-24, 144, 209, 272, 338-39, 360, and 520; a chant 
added in the margin of p. 205 has neumes on a four-line stave. A somewhat 

naive sketch of a long-necked creature on p. 586 is probably late medieval or 
16c. Within the Calendar, the word 'papae' or its abbreviation 'pp' has been 
lined through in the four references to popes on pp. 38 and 40 (7 and 14 
October; 11 and 31 December), although there has been no such deletion of 
the papal references on pp. 29, 31, 32, 33, and 34 (26 January; 12 and 29 March; 
26 April; 30 May; 28 June). An added rubricated entry for 29 January (p. 40), 
likely to be for St. Thomas Becket, has been erased. The erasure and the 
crossings-out must date from the 1530s or later: in 1534 Henry VIII ordered 
the deletion of all references to the pope in books belonging to churches, and 
in 1538 he ordered Becket's name to be erased from all Calendars. 
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The leaves of both parts of MS 422 have suffered various forms of 
damage. The recto of the first leaf of Part 1 is considerably darkened and 
stained, leaving the text mostly illegible.James (1912: 316), followed by Menner 
(1941: 2), concluded that the leaf had served as the pastedown of a former 
binding of the manuscript. The evidence on the leaf is, however, difficult to 
interpret. The recto does not have smears of paste such as one might expect to 
find on a former pastedown, nor does it have offsets of wood-grain such as 
pastedowns frequently acquire when they are lifted from the wooden boards to 
which they have been pasted. On the other hand, the recto acquired other signs 
which indicate that it suffered from exposure. The upper portion of the page 
carries some entries of script scratched into the page in drypoint. There are 
deposits of red pigment in the right-hand area, between 36 and 66 mm. from 
the top of the leaf, up to a distance of 18 mm. from the fore-edge; and deposits 
of green pigment, or green copper-alloy stains, between 97 and 110 mm. from 
the top of the leaf, up to a distance of 15 mm. from the fore-edge. Examination 
of the page under a microscope reveals scattered small deposits of a brownish 
viscous substance; the nature of the substance and the cause of the deposits are 
unclear. The cause of the darkening and staining of the page is uncertain, but 
they perhaps resulted from exposure rather than from the use of the leaf as a 
pastedown. 

The first seven leaves of Part 1 have holes (mostly rust-stained) or reddish 
brown marks resulting from the mounts of a former binding. Portions of most 
pages of Part 1 have yellowish brown stains where the pages have been treated 
with a reagent in an attempt to make the text more legible. This happened 
before 1912, as the description of the manuscript by James mentions the stains. 

In Part 2, the drypoint ruling, made with a sharp instrument, has cut 
through parts of several leaves, for example pp. 51-52, 67-68, and 137-38. 
Sometimes the resulting cuts, and some other tears to the leaves, have been 
repaired with modern cellophane tape, as on pp. 33-34 and 145-78. Other 
leaves (pp. 119-20, 349-50, 429-30, and 571-72) have had tears repaired with 
stitching during the medieval period. Two leaves (pp. 27-30) have lost their 
original upper outer corners, which have been repaired with vellum patches 
sewn to the leaves; the repairs are old, and perhaps date from the 1 lc or 12c, 
a date not contradicted by now mostly blurred elements of script on the patch 
of p. 30. Several leaves, for example pp. 165, 167, 267, and 270, have modern 
vellum patches pasted to them. Pigments have corroded, rubbed, and faded, 
with the result that many rubricated initials, headings, and texts are now almost 
invisible under normal light. Exposure to liquid has caused the formation of ink 
lakes on some pages, for example pp. 86-87, 104-05, and 301-04. Many leaves 
have become grubby and stained through exposure. P. 570, which as a result of 
mis binding is now the last leaf of the original portion of Part 2, is darkened, and 
its red pigment has blackened; this may indicate that it was exposed as the last 
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leaf of the book before the addition of the 12c quire, in which case the 
mis binding is datable before that addition. The last leaf of the misplaced quire 
(pp. 491-506; the quire originally followed p. 570) is stained from exposure and 
has a rust-tinged hole. It and the preceding leaf share rust stains and 
wormholes. These features were presumably acquired when the leaves were at 
the back of the book, adjacent to a binding with wooden boards and metal 
mounts. The first leaf of Quire XIX (pp. 301-02) is darkened and stained from 
exposure, and the ink has run in places to form ink lakes. The leaf also has 
scattered rust stains, at least some of which were made from the verso; their 
cause is unclear. There are small areas of rust stains on some other leaves, for 
example pp. 474--75 and 491. 

Several leaves in Part 2 have lost portions of marginal script through the 
trimming of the margins for binding: for example, pp. 61,205, and 375. Rust
burn marks across the fore-edge of the last leaves of Part 1 and the first leaves 
of Part 2 (pp. 21-50) derive from the upper clasp of a former binding which 
dates from after the two parts were combined. Such a clasping mechanism 
would be late medieval or later. The area discolored by the marks includes the 
contour of the fore-edges, which have therefore not been trimmed since the 
leaves acquired the marks. 

The present binding is a half-binding of tanned pigskin with blue paper 
sides over millboards, with single endpapers at both ends. Although unsigned 
and undated, the binding is attributable to the Cambridge Binding Guild in 
193 7 or 1938, as shown by Budny (1997: 650). The binding replaces an 18c 
binding of August 1748 which is recorded in the Library and Plate records of 
Corpus Christi College for the years 1708-1771: Corpus Christi College, 
Archives B. 3, f. 88v. Bindings that survive at Corpus from the intensive 
rebinding campaign of 1748-1750 are of a uniform character, comprising 
quarter-bindings in sheepskin with vellum sides. The note "in red leather" on 
p. 1 of MS 422, which appears to be in the hand of Robert Masters, Fellow of
Corpus 1738-1758, presumably refers to the color of the cover of the pre-1748
binding. The note implies that the medieval binding that gave rise to the name
"The Red Book of Darley" survived into the 18c.

COLLATION: i + 13 (pp. 1-26) + 281 (pp. 27-586) + i. One 20c paper 
endleaf at front and back. 
Part 1: 18 (wants 7) (pp. 1-14); 118 (wants 3, 6) (pp. 15-26). 
Part 2: 11112 (pp. 27-50); IV10 (lacks 3, 7) (pp. 51-66); V10 (lacks 10) (pp. 67-84 
[the stub conjoint with pp. 67-68 now precedes p. 67, rather than following p. 
84]); VI-VII8 (pp. 85-116); VIIl 12 (lacks 4, 8) (pp. 117-36); IX8 (pp. 137-52); 
X12 (lacks 1, 5, 9) (pp. 153-70); XI10 (lacks 4, 8) (pp. 171-86); XII-XV8 (pp. 
187-250); XVl 10 (lacks 3, 7) (pp. 251-64 [the pagination omits the leaf
following p. 252]); XVIl 12 (lacks 1, 3) (pp. 265-84); XVIII10 (lacks 4, 8) (pp.
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285-300); XIX10 (lacks 10) (pp. 301-18); XX10 (lacks 2, 8) (pp. 319-34); XXI10 

(lacks 4, 8) (pp. 335-50 [the stub conjoint with pp. 345-46 now precedes p.
345, rather than preceding p. 341]);XXII-XXIIl8 (pp. 351-82); XXIV1

0 (lacks
3, 7) (pp. 383-98 [the stub conjoint with pp. 393-94 now precedes p. 393,
rather than preceding p. 387)); XXV10 (lacks 3, 7) (pp. 399-414); XXVI10 (lacks
3, 7) (pp. 415-30); XXVII10 (lacks 4, 8) (pp. 431-46); XXVIII-XXIX8 (pp.
447-78); XXX6 (pp. 479-90); XXXl

10 (lacks 3, 7) (pp. 491-506);
XXXII-XXXIV8 (pp. 507-54); XXXV 10 (lacks 3, 7) (pp. 555-70); XXXVI8 (pp.
571-86).
[Note: This collation differs from that of James in some respects. James was apparently 

unaware of the textual gaps between pp. 18-19 and 22-23, which attest to the loss of 

leaves 3 and 6 from Quire II. James stated a different number of leaves and/or a 

different structure for Quires X, XI, XVII, and XXVI. The present tight binding of the 

manuscript makes it difficult to establish the collation.] 

CONTENTS: 
Part 1: 

1. pp. 1/1-6/12 "Solomon and Saturn I." Much of p. 1 is illegible as a result of
exposure and damage; p. 2 begins 'leofre 8on(ne) eall 8eos leohte
gesceaft'. Ends (p. 6/12): 'oon(ne) his feond cyme' (ed. Kemble 
1845-1848: 135-45; Menner 1941: 83-89; Dobbie 1942: 31-38; legible 
portions of p. 1 printed Page 1965: 3 7). 

2. pp. 6/12-12/24 Prose "Dialogue " of Solomon and Saturn, ending abruptly,
with a leaf missing after p. 12: 'Saturnus cwre8 ac hu I moniges bleos ...
8on(ne) is o[ret] seofo8e' (ed. Kemble 1845-1848: 144-52; Menner 1941: 
168-71; Cilluffo 1980).

3. p. 13/1-7 Section of verse, perhaps comprising the misplaced conclusion of
"Solomon and Saturn II": 'swice :er he so8 wite ... nrefre rer I his ferh8
ahlog'. 

[Note: Vincenti (1904: 64) and Menner (1941: 10--12) believed that the lines of verse 

that occur at p. 13/1-7 (following the excised leaf) are the concluding lines of the 

second verse dialogue (which breaks off abruptly at the bottom of p. 26), strangely 

misplaced due to some accident of copying which perhaps resulted from a misplaced leaf 

in the exemplar.] 

4. pp. 13/8-26/23 "Solomon and Saturn II ": 'HWJET IC FLITAN
GEFRIEGN ... stica8 him to middes' (ed. Kemble 1845-1848: 154--76;
Menner 1941: 90-104; Dobbie 1942: 38-48). Ends abruptly, with text 
missing after p. 26. There are textual gaps as a result of the loss of one leaf 
after p. 18 and another after p. 22. The original text of p. 14 has been 
mostly erased and overwritten with a 12c formula of excommunication 
(legible OE portions of p. 14 printed Page 1965: 38-39). 
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5. p. 14/1-24 Added 12c formula of excommunication: 'Ex auctoritate <lei
pat(r)is o(m)nip(oten)tis ... ad eme(n)dacione(m) (con)grua(m)
p(er)ueniant I fiat. fiat. fiat amen' (ed. Liebermann 1903-1916: 1.435-36). 

Part 2: 

p. 27 Latin and OE table of favorable and unfavorable days of the moon for
blood-letting (ed. Henel 1934--1935: 334--35). Part of the table is missing
as a result of the loss and replacement of the upper outer corner of the 
leaf. 

p. 28 Latin tables of the Roman Calendar and of ferial regulars, concurrents,
lunar regulars, and epacts; with an OE note on epacts in the last five lines
('Gif 8u wille I witan hu fela epacta .. . '; this note ed. Henel 1934: 48-49). 
Part of the Calendar is missing as a result of the loss and replacement of 
the upper outer corner of the leaf. 

6. pp. 29-40 Latin Calendar with OE elements (ed. Wormald 1934: 184--95). At
the top left of most pages is an OE gloss to the Latin name of the month.

[Note: At the top of each page are Latin and OE notes on the number of days in the 
month and the length of the corresponding lunar month. Within each page are OE 
glosses to the Latin names of the signs of the zodiac, the seasons, etc. At the foot of 
each page are Latin and OE notes on the length of day and night in the month, and OE 
notes on the length of the human shadow at 9 a.m., 3 p.m., and noon. On pp. 29-30, 
part of the Calendar for January and February is missing as a result of the loss and 
replacement of the upper outer corner of the leaf. (OE glosses on the names of the 
months, the signs of the zodiac, etc., ed. Meritt 1945: 56-67; OE notes on the length of 
the human shadow ed. Henel 1934: 59-60.)) 
p. 41 Latin table for fixing the dates of the five movable feasts of the Church

year.
pp. 42-43 Lunar tables, with, at the foot of the two pages, OE notes on how 

to fix the dates of Septuagesima, Lent, and Easter ('Gif 8u wille witan 
hwrenne septuagessima beon sceole ... '; OE notes ed. Henel 1934: 40-42). 

pp. 44--45/7 Easter tables for the years 1061-1098. 
7. pp. 46-47 /28 OE directions on how to establish the dates of the movable

feasts, ember days, epacts, concurrents, and the age of the moon: 'Gif 8u
ne cunne understandan on 8is ledene pe her beforan I awriten is ... 
hundred geara 8:es monan ryne' (ed. Henel 1934: 42-43, 45-46, 61, 47, 
48-49, 55). 

8. p. 47 /29-33 OE note on three Fridays for fasting: 'Dis synd pa pry.
frigedagas ... pret is se I fyrmesta friedreg' (ed. Henel 1934: 64).

9. p. 48 OE menologium: 'Fram middan wintra by8 to s(an)c(t)a MARIAN
mressan ... middes wintres mresse dreg' (ed. Henel 1934: 71-74).

10. p. 49/1-3 OE note on the number of days, weeks, and hours in the year:
'On twelfmon8um by8 ... eahta I hund syxtig tida' (ed. Henel 1934: 67).
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11. p. 49/ 4-12 Added 1 lc or 12c Latin prognostic text: 'Isti sunt. tres dies anni
p(rae) aliis obiseruandi [sitj ... est mirabile. misterium'.

12. p. 49/13-25 Three added 12c prayers in two hands for a Mass for St.
Helen:

a. [ ... ]Elene 'D(eu)s q(u)i int(er) cet(er)a potentie tue miracula ... te fauente
mereamur. p(er)'.

b. 'Munnera [sitj pop(u)li tui d(omi)ne ... p(ro)ficiat 7 saluti. p(er)'.
c. 'Refecti co�oris sacri p(re)?osiq(ue) sanguinis I repleti ... a cun(c)tis

malor(um) n(ost)ror(um) sordib(us) exuamur. p(er) d(omi)n(u)m'.
13. p. 50Added 12c lection from the Gospel of John, 1:1-14 (the "Last Gospel

of the Mass"): S(e)c(un)d(um) Ioh(anne)m I 'IN PRINCIPIO erat
u(er)bu(m) ... Plenum gr(ati)e & ueritatis'.

14. pp. 51---63/140rderoftheMass:'PEROM(N)IA I SECVLASECVLOR(UM)in 
uita(m) I yternam. Amen'. 

15. pp. 63/14-268/13 Sacramentary, with Masses for particular occasions.
[Note: The first Mass is entitled MISSA DE SAN CT A TRINIT ATE I 'Benedicta sit
s(an)c(t)a trinitas'. Votive Masses occur on pp. 63/14--87 /29, 123/11-141/15, and
164/11-268/13. Masses for the Common of Apostles, Martyrs, Confessors, and Virgins
occur on pp. 88/1-123/11; and of the Common of Martyrs, Virgins, Apostles, and
Confessors on pp. 141/16-162/14. Masses for the Feasts of St. Olaf (29 July) and St.
Nicholas (6 December) occur on pp. 162/14--164/11. Sometimes the text includes only
the proper prayers to be recited by the celebrant (pp. 67 /13-69/15, 122/14--137 /2,
162/14--166/17, 169/19-172/2, 176/10-178/6, 181/3-183/17, 190/14--203/10,
209/11-213/9, 225/11-229/19, and 234/7-257/6); elsewhere it also includes the
openings or the full texts of the chants and readings to accompany the Mass (pp.
63/14--67/13, 69/15-122/13, 137/2-162/14, 166/17-169/18, 172/2-176/10,
178/6-181/3, 183/17-190/14, 203/11-209/11, 213/9-225/11,,229/19-234/7, and
257 /6-268/13). On p. 133/15 there occurs the OE gloss 'for flresc I costnunge pret is
idel lust' above the Latin rubricated title MISSA J PRO TEMPTATIONE CARNIS
ET GR(ATI)A SP(IRITU)S S(AN)C(T)I; on p. 171/3 occurs the OE gloss 'for
pone kyning' above the Latin rubricated title MISSA SPECIALE [sitj PRO REGE.]

16. pp. 268/13-271/16 ORATIONES PRO PECCATIS I 'Exaudi
q(uaesumu)s d(omi)ne gemitu(m) I populi supplicantis ... ut qui I
peccator(um) n(ost)ror(um) flagellas [corrected to 'flagellis']
p(er) I cutim(ur). miserationis tuy gr(ati)a / liberemur. p(er)'.

17. pp. 271/16-276/14 ORATIONES MATUTINALES and evening
prayers: 'Matutina supplicu(m) uota I d(omi)ne p(ro)pitius intuere ...
quos p(er) singula I diei momenta seruasti. per I noctis q(u)iete(m)
custodire dignare. p(cr)'.

18. pp. 276/15-284 M(ISSA) AD SPONSAS BENEDICENDO [sitj
'A(ntiphona) I Inuocauit me & ego exaudia(m) meu(m) [recte, 'eu(m)1 .. 
mitte spiritum sanctum tuum super hunc anulu(m). p(er) eiusdem'. [The
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rubricated headings include the OE headings BLETSUNG on p. 280/1 
and TO BRYD gifte 3is on p. 282/8-9.) 

19. pp. 285-309 Benedictions, antiphons, and prayers for particular occasions,
with the first benediction headed IIII. NON(AS). FEB(RUARII).
PURIFICATIO S(AN)C(T)E I MARI�. BENEDICTIO SUPER I
CANDELAS 'D(omi)ne i(es)u chr(ist)e crea I tor celi & terre'.

20. pp. 310-315/8 Added 1 lc or 12c formula of excommunication: '[E]x
auctoritate p(at)ris. & ex uerbo filii' (ed. Liebermann 1903-1916:
1.436-37).

21. pp. 315/9-318/8 Added, untitled 1 lc or 12c sequence of musical texts for
the rite of the Veneration of the Cross: '(P]opule m(eu)s q(u)id fecit
[corrected to 'feci' by erasure] tibi .. . Sepulto do I [min]o signatum est
monumentum ponentes mili[tes q]ui custodirent eum'.

22. pp. 318/9-15 Added 12c prayer: 'D(eu)s pat(er) piissime. d(eu)s
misericordissime . . .  et(er)ne I rex qui uiuis & regnas cu(m) d(e)o'.

[Note: on p. 318/16-17 is a Parkerian note commenting that the faded text on the 
following page can be restored by reference to another version of the same text in an A
S pontifical (probably CCCC MS 44 [26], pp. 30 8-09, or CCCC MS 146 [32), pp. 
301-02).)
23. pp. 319-332 Ordeal by immersion in cold water: EXORCISMUS AQUAE

AD IUDICIUM DEi DEMONSTRANDUM ... 'ADIURO UOS .N.
PER PATREM ET FILIUM ET SP(IRITU)M S(AN)C(TU)M' (ed.
Liebermann 1903-1916: 1.401-05).

[Note: Parts of the faded rubrication on p. 31 9 have been transcribed in the interlines 
by Matthew Parker and another Parkerian hand.) 
24. pp. 330/5-332/13 Two adjurations in OE (ed. Liebermann 1903-1916:

1.409).
a. p. 330/5 'le eow halsie purh oonne [sitj fader'.
b. p. 330 / 17 'le halsie oe man ourh ures driht Ines gefla:scnysse'.
25. pp. 333-339 / 6 Ordeal by grasping hot iron or by retrieving a stone from

hot water: IN SIMPLO UNUM PONDUS. IN TRIPLO TRIA
FERRA(M) EQUIPERET PONDERA . . .  'D(EU)S qui p(er) ignem
siglnamus [sitj magnas [sif (ed. Liebermann 1903-1916: 1.406-07).

26. pp. 339 /7-344/19 Ordeal by swallowing bread or cheese: EXORCISMUS
PANIS ORDEACII ET CAUSEI [sitj ... 'Conseruator & creator
humani I generis' (ed. Liebermann 1903-1916: 1.408-09).

27. pp. 344/19-366 EXORCISMUS CONTRA DEMONIUM 11 'Adiuro
te creatura aque'. [The rite ends with the account of Christ's passion from
the Gospel of St. Matthew, 26:1-27:66 (pp. 348-66), to be recited over the
exorcized water and salt.]

28. pp. 367-392/2 Office of making catechumens, blessing the font, and
baptism: Her ongin3 seo endebyrdnysse prere cristnunge ... 'Exi ab
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eo [with superscript 'a' for the alternate form 'ea'] sp(iritu)s irununde'. 
There are rubricated OE directions to the priest, faded but legible under 
UV light (ed. Page 1978: 150-55, supplemented by Graham 1993: 442-43; 
Latin litany, pp. 378-82 ed. Lapidge 1991: 125-28). 

29. pp. 392/2-393/15 Office of baptizing sick children: Her ongin8 I pret
lresse fulluht to untrumu(m) cildu(m) I 'Medela(m) tua(m) dep(re)cor
d(omi)ne s(an)c(t)e pat(er)'. (Rubricated OE directions ed. Page 1978:
155, supplemented by Graham 1993: 443.)

30. pp. 393/16-399/2 Blessing of salt, water, and ashes: Her ongin8 seo
halgung to sealte . .. 'Exorcizo te creatura salis. p(er) d(eu)m uiuu(m)'.
(Rubricated OE directions ed. Page 1978: 156.)

31. pp. 399 /2-423 /2 Office of visiting and anointing the sick: Her ongin8 seo
endebyrdnys hu man sceal 8one untruman smirian . . .  'Pax huic
domui & om(n)ibus habitantib(us) I in ea'. There are rubricated OE
directions. On pp. 400/3-402/1 is a .section of OE directions written in
ink. (OE portions and parts of the Latin ed. Fehr 1921: 48-63; Latin litany
on pp. 402-405 ed. Lapidge 1991: 128-31.)

32. pp. 423/2-429/17 M(ISSA) P(RO) INFIRMO IN DOMO I
'A(ntiphona) Virtutum omnium deus'.

33. pp. 429/18-445/16 Orationes in agenda mortuor(um), followed by the
office of burial: p. 430/4 'D(omi)ne ne in furore tuo'. OE glosses to the
Latin rubrics on pp. 429/18-430/3, 430/6-9 and 14--15, 434/11-12, and
435/2-5 and 13-16. OE rubric on p. 444/13-15. (OE glosses, but not the
OE rubric, ed. Fehr 1921: 65-67.)

34. pp. 445 / 16-4 70 / 5 Masses for the dead, with the first text entitled MISS(A)
UNIUS DEFUNCT! I 'Requiem etemam dona ei domine'. In most
cases the text includes only the proper prayers to- be recited by the
celebrant (pp. 456/11-457 /12 and 459 /16-470/5);in two cases it includes
the texts or the openings of the chants and readings to accompany the
mass (MISS(A) UNIUS DEFUNCT!, pp. 445/16-456/11; and MISSA
P(RO) DEFUNCTA FEMINA, pp. 457 /12-459/16).

35. pp. 470/6-490ANT(IPHONAE) R(ESPONSORIAE) IN AGENDA
MORTUORU(M) I 'Placebo domino in regione uiuorum'.

[Note: pp. 491-506 (quire XXXI) have been misbound and should follow p. 570. See 
items 49 and 50 below.] 
36. pp. 507-516/10 Office for the Common of Apostles: IN NATALE

APOSTOLORUM. AD UESPERUM I 'Estote fortes in hello .. . &
dedit illis I gloriam sempitemam quorum doctrina fulg& I ecclesia ut sol
& luna'. Most lections within the office have the OE rubricated heading
Rred, Rredinc, or Capitul.

37. pp. 516/10-528/9 Office for the Common of Martyrs:
PLURIMORU(M) MARTIRU(M). CAPIT(UL) I 'Fulgebunt iusti &
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ta(m)quam scintille / in arundine ... & in eternum ibunt cu(m) chr(ist)o 
/ agnum secuti sunt & acceperunt palmam'. Most lections have the OE 
rubricated heading Rred, Rredinc, or Capitul.

38. pp. 528/10-540/6 Office for the Eve of the Feast of a martyr: IN
UIGILIA UNIUS MARTIRIS. CAPITUL / 'Tamqua(m) auru(m) in
fornace p(ro)bauit illos ... Qui odit animam suam in hoc mundo in
uita(m) / �ternam custodit earn'. Most lections have the OE rubricated
heading Rred or Rredinc.

39. pp. 540/6-545/9 Office for the Eve of the Feast of a confessor: IN
UIGILIA UNIUS / CONFESSORES [siq AD UESPERU(M).
CAPITUL / 'Ecce sacerdos magnus qui in ... induit eu(m) & a [siq portas
paradisi / coronauit eum'.

40. pp. 545/9-546/17 Office for the Eve of the Feast of more than one
confessor: IN UIGILIA PLURIMORU(M) / CONFESSORUM AD
UESPEROS. / t,onne t,ysne CAPITUL / 'Vnde & salutare in
p(er)petuu(m) ... Vigilate itaq(ue) / qui ante scitis [recte, 'quia nescitis']
diem neque horam quando / d(omi)n(u)s uester uenturus sit'.

41. pp. 546/17-548/5 Office for the Eve of the Feast of a virgin: IN
UIGILIA UNIU(S) / UIRGINIS. V(ERSICULUS) 'Diffus (.liq est
gr(ati)a ... Adiuuabit earn deus uult[u suo].'

42. pp. 548/5-553/7 Office for the Feast of a virgin: UNIUS UIRGINIS /
'Difusa est gr(ati)a in labiis tuis ... tibi / placeat. & secura obseruiat [siq.
p(er)'.

43. p. 553/8-14 Chant: 'Montes gelboe nee ros nee pluia [siq ueniat sup(er) uos
... in morte(m) quoque / non sunt separati'.

44. p. 553/14-19 Added 11c or 12c chant for the Virgin Mary: 'O gl(ori)osa
genitrix uirgo semp(er) / maria ... ad celestia / .regna mereamur
peruenire'.

45. p. 553/19-21 Added 11c or 12c benediction of the Trinity: 'Benedicta / sit
creatrix & gubernatrix om(n)i(u)m s(an)c(t)a & indiuidua / trinitas &
nunc & semp(er) & p(er) infinita seculoru(m) s(e)c(u)ia'.

46. p. 554 Added 11c or 12c set of texts for an office for the souls of a dead
father and mother: 'D(EU)S qui fideliter mundo morientibus'. The text in
the margin follows on from the end of line 21.

47. pp. 555-564/6 Services for Maundy Thursday, beginning with Vespers on
the Wednesday of Holy Week ("first Vespers" of Maundy Thursday):
F(E)R(IA) V. IN CENA D(OMI)NI. AD UESPER(UM) AD
SALM(OS) / 'A(ntiphona) Tanto te(m)pore uobiscu(m) eram docens
uos in templo' (rubricated OE directions ed. Graham 1993: 445).

48. pp. 564/6-570/15 Services for Good Friday, beginning with Matins:
SUP(ER) NOCT(URNOS) / 'A(ntiphona) Adstiterunt reges terre &
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principes conuenerunt in unu(m)' (rubricated OE directions ed. Graham 
1993: 445--46). 

49. pp. 570/16-20 and 491/1--498/20 Services for Holy Saturday, with the first
service (Matins) lacking a heading: 'In pace in idipsum dormiam &
requiescam'. From the bottom of p. 570 the text continues at the top of p.
491.

50. pp. 498/21-506 Services for Easter Day, with the first service (Matins)
lacking a heading: 'D(omi)ne labia. D(eu)s in adiu(torium)'. The text
breaks off abruptly at p. 506/22 with the opening words of a prayer within
the service of Vespers, 'Pr(aest)a q(uaesumu)s om(n)ip(oten)s d(eu)s. ut
qui', followed within the same line by the faded rubricated heading
EBDOM(ADA), perhaps with the Roman numeral I written in
superscript between the B and D, as part of the rubric. On p. 504 there
occur two rubricated OE headings (ed. Graham 1993: 446).

51. pp. 571-574/5 Twelve 12c lections for the Common of Confessors, with
the first lection headed L(ECTIO) DE CONFESSORES [sig I
'BEATVS ille serous'.

52. pp. 574/6-578/3 Twelve 12c lections, without a heading but evidently for
the Common of Virgins, with the first lection beginning 'VIDENTVR
itaq(ue) m(ih)i fr(atre)s quinq(ue) I euangelic� uirgines significare'.

53. pp. 578/4-581/15 Nine 12c lections for Trinity Sunday, with the first
lection headed DE SANCTA TRINITATE. L(ECTIO) I I 'Catholica
£ides patre(m) & filiu(m). & sp(iritu)m s(an)c(tu)m'. Each lection is
followed by a Responsory, most of the Responsories being neumed.

54. pp. 581/16-582/15 Three 12c lections for the Feast of the Holy Cross,
with the first lection headed L(ECTIO) I. DE S(AN)C(T)A CRVCE
I 'CRux igitur dominica. angelis. & hominib( us) uene I ragda'. Each lection
is followed by an unneumed Responsory.

55. pp. 582/15-583/20 Four 12c lections for the Feast of Sts. Alexander,
Eventius, and Theodolus (3 May), with the first lection headed Alexandri.
euenti. & theodoli. L(ectio) I I 'Beatus igit(ur) alexander papa. q(u)into
loco a beato petro'. Each lection is followed by an unneumed Responsory.

56. pp. 583/20-586/2 Eight 12c lections for the Feast of the Invention of the
Cross (3 May), with the first lection headed INVENCIO S(AN)C(T)E
CRVCIS. L(ECTIO) I I 'Regnante uenerabili d(e)i cultore constantino.
I gens multa barbaror(um) c(on)gregata. e(st)'. Each lection is followed
by a Responsory, one of the Responsories being neumed.

57. p. 586/2-3 12c list ofchants for Lauds on the Feast of the Invention of the
Cross: IN L(AUDIBUS) 'Helena constantini mater ... Ecce crucem
domini'.

p. 586/4-12 Three 16c inscriptions recording the name by which the
manuscript was known, the reverence in which it was formerly held in
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Derbyshire, and the gift of the manuscript to Archbishop Matthew Parker

by Richard Wendesley. 

SPECIAL PROBLEMS OF LEGIBILITY: The two parts of MS 422 
present different problems of legibility. Within Part 1, the rubbing, darkening, 
and damaging of p. 1 has made much of the text on the page illegible. Legible 
portions are noted by Menner (1941) in the apparatus on pp. 80-81 of his 
edition, and by Page (1965). The holes in pp. 1-8, made by the metal mounts 
of a former binding, have in some places removed letters from the text. The 
areas of the pages of Part 1 that have been treated with reagent are sometimes 
difficult to read (the problem having in some cases been compounded by the 
long-term effect of the reagent). Apart from the text of p. 14, the wording of 
the affected passages can be found in Menner's edition, with notes on the state 
of the text at these points in the manuscript, and on previous editors' readings. 
Menner's readings of these passages include only a few minor errors, for 
example 'him' instead of'hine' in I. 481 of"Solomon and Saturn 11" (p. 26/10, 
last word). The original text of p. 14 is almost entirely irrecoverable. Page 
(1965) reported the few letters he was able to read in the first and last lines of 
the page. The mostly erased letters that are visible in the area of ll. 16-24, and 
in the line below the last line of the excommunication formula, are not from the 
original 10c text, but from another 12c layer. This layer represents the original 
ending of the formula. Just at the point where these erased letters first become 
visible, following the word 'stantes' in I. 16, there is a change of hand within the 
formula, and this suggests that a second hand has erased and corrected the last 
portion of the first hand's work. 

Within Part 2, many of the rubricated texts have faded into near 
invisibility, with only portions of pigment, or the whitish outlines of the letters, 
remaining on the page. The faded text is legible-though sometimes only with 
difficulty-under ultra-violet light. The OE rubricated texts that occur on pp. 
36 7-421, 504, and 555-70, and that comprise directions to the officiating priest, 
are printed in the articles by Fehr (1921), Page (1978), and Graham (1993). 
Some of the Latin rubricated headings are cited in the catalogue entries for the 
manuscript by James (1912) and Budny (1997). 
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